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1.  PASSWORD POLICY 
 
1.a. Passwords for Authentication 
Authentication is the process of identifying users in a manner which makes it difficult for one 
user to impersonate another.  
 
Passwords are an important aspect of computer security. They are the front line of protection 
for user data. A poorly chosen password may result in the compromise of company’s entire 
corporate network. The purpose of this policy is to establish a standard for creation of strong 
passwords, the protection of those passwords, and the frequency of change. All employees 
are responsible for taking appropriate steps, as outlined below, to select and secure their 
passwords. 
 

1) All system level passwords must be changed frequently or at least on a quarterly basis. 
2) Passwords must not be inserted into email messages or other forms of electronic 

communication. 
3) Password must not be revealed over the phone to anyone. 
4) Password must not be shared with family members. 
5) Password must not be revealed to co-workers while on vacation. 
6) Password must not be written and stored anywhere in the office. 
7) Password must not be stored in a file on any computer system without encryption. 
 

1.b. Typical Threats to Password Security 

A typical case involves a malicious user (M) trying to access a network resource for which M is 
not authorized. One of the easiest ways for M to access that network resource is to guess the 
password of a valid user (V).  
There are several methods that M could use to guess V's password. First, M could use a 
computer program to try out possible values for V's password very quickly. M could also 
acquire V's password by watching as V enters it. M could literally watch V typing, or could use 
electronic means, such as installing software on V's computer to record his keystrokes, or 
installing a network analyzer to monitor V's keystrokes as they are transmitted over the 
network.  
 

1.c. Make Passwords Hard to Guess 

The responsibility of selecting a password that is hard to guess generally falls to users, like V.  
If users choose a one-character password, and that character could be any uppercase letter, 
lowercase letter or digit, then there would be 62 possible passwords. Clearly, M could try all 62 
possibilities very quickly.  
V could make his/her password harder to guess by using more characters. Using the same 
possible characters, there are 3844 possible two-character passwords, and 
218340105584896 (about 218 trillion) 8-character passwords.  
Even if M could try out 5000 eight-character passwords per second, it would take, on average, 
700 years for M to guess V's 8-character password. Clearly, longer passwords are more 
secure!  
Unfortunately, V might choose a long password based on something he knows - like his login 
ID, name or some dictionary word. If V does this, then instead of trying 218 trillion passwords, 
M could probably guess V's password after a few thousand attempts. If M uses a computer 
program to guess passwords, this will only take a few minutes.  
To decrease the chances of M ever guessing his/her password, V must select a hard-to-
guess, or strong password. A strong password must:  
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 Be as long as possible (never shorter than 6 characters).  
 Include mixed-case letters, if possible.  
 Include digits and punctuation marks, if possible.  
 Not be based on any personal information.  
 Not be based on any dictionary word, in any language.  
While most shared systems can enforce at least some of these rules, almost none have 
features to enforce all of them.  
No matter how many strength rules V uses, though, the persistent M will eventually guess V's 
password - given enough time. Thus, V must also:  
 Change his password regularly, in order to limit the amount of time available to M to 

guess it.  
 Never use the same password twice.  
Some systems have a password expiry feature, systems which do not have such feature it is 
advisable to regularly change passwords. 
 
The password policy must be strictly adhered to by the employees having access to 
data requiring password based security access. 
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2.  POLICY REGARDING ONLINE USE OF PASSWORDS AND CONNECTIVITY  
 
For internet router/Ethernet/modem connectivity Do’s and Don’t’s to be followed 

 
1. Change the default password at the time of installation and change in on a regular 
basis. 
2. Use stronger password for the device management. 
3. Switch off the modem / router when not in use. 
4. Check for monthly usage and report to service provider in case of usage being higher 
than expected. 
5. Switch off Router/modem after disconnecting your internet session, as the 
router/modem is an independent device and is always connected with the DSL line. 
Keeping it on may result in unwanted mail/spam/virus. 
6. Be aware of the data that is being transferred over the net. 
7. Do not keep the user name and password stored on the system, auto dialers from 
various sites may use these and connect to the net without your information. 
8. Ensure that legal versions of anti – virus installed on the systems are regularly updAted 
and are periodically renewed. 
9. Do not log onto any blogging sites/chat site/entertainment sites etc., 
 
 

 
3.   BACKUP POLICY 

 
A backup policy is : “Backup my files every “X” period at NN hours, and put the backed up files 
on a disk, FTP server or a zip archive.” All employees are responsible for taking appropriate 
steps, as outlined below, for effective backup policy. 

 
1) Backup should be taken on regular basis because you can’t restore what is not backed 

up. 
2) Have daily back-up of data at EOD on at least two nodes, in addition to mirror image 

back-up available on the server. Do EOD back-ups on different nodes for different days 
of the week to ensure 3-4 back-ups are readily available in case necessity arises. 

3) Have multiple backups of your data on different backup media. There is a chance that 
backup media will be corrupted or lost too. 

4) Always store at least one complete backup off-site to protect yourself against fire, theft 
or natural disaster, periodically review the off-site back-up data for updation as well as 
to its being restorable. 

5) Take care of your backup media, which can easily be damaged by the environment. 
6) Periodically verify your backups are working properly. 
7) Put labels on disks having backups. Don’t trust your memory. An unlabeled disk might 

be taken for an empty or unimportant disk. 
8) Separate the most important and used files from the little used files. This will allow you 

to restore most important files with minimum time requirements and continue your 
work. 

 
The above backup policy must be strictly adhered to by the employees responsible 
for taking backups. 
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4.  INTERNAL CONTROLS 
 
There is an adequate internal control system in our organisation. Registration of Clients is 
done through duly filled Client Registration Forms, agreements, KYC along with relevant 
annexures and receiving a copy of Client’s PAN Card. A data is maintained in excel regarding 
all the clients and the agreements are kept under lock & key with limited with access to 
authorized persons. A code is allotted to the clients vide a confirmation letter and they can 
start trading through us by placing orders with the dealers either through phone, e-mail or fax. 
The traders confirm the clients when the trades are executed and contracts note are issued to 
them within 24 hours of the trade. An annexure of STT is also attached with the contract 
notes. Brokerages are charged within limits specified by the exchange. Funds are collected 
from the clients before the payin day and payments are made to them after receiving the 
payout on T+2 day. We do not collect cash margins from our clients for trading in BSE through 
us but shares are collected as margins. Securities sold by the clients are received in our pool 
account before the payin time and securities bought through us are delivered to the clients in 
their beneficiary accounts after receiving the payout of securities by us. All the stock exchange 
compliances are done by us from time to time without any default on our part. If we receive 
any dividend on behalf of our client, which happens in the case when the shares remain in our 
pool account as on the record date or the shares are kept as margin with us, we issue a 
cheque of the dividend amount to the client as soon as we receive dividend advice and trace 
the owner of the shares.  

 
 

5.  RISK MANAGEMENT 
 
 
Risk Management involves forecasting the risks involved in decision-making and initiating 
measures to control them like risk insurance, risk reduction, etc. 
 
We maintain a sufficient amount of risk management system to protect our self from the 
default of clients. Since, we deal mostly with Institutional,  In-house relatives & business 
associates, there is no risk of default as such. And also till date we have not recorded any 
bad debts.  
 
v Risk Management is not possible without risk reporting.  
v Every phase of risk management requires information which is available through risk 

reports.  
v Risk reporting is very futuristic and subjective affair and is done from managers’ 

understanding of business risks and their subjective probability distributions.  
v We have classified risk reporting into a) Internal and external and b) Voluntary and 

mandatory. An internal risk reporting helps in decision-making at all levels. The Board 
is assisted in discharging its responsibility of steering the company to higher profits 
and lower risks. If high risk is anticipated by us, we maintain a system and frequency 
of  

   
a. checking the clients trading patterns,  
b. checking peaks in trading patterns with clients known financial profile and  
c. checking whether trading volumes justify known financial profile.  

 
In this way we maintain a prudence risk management system in our organization. 
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6.  CIRCULATION OF UNAUTHENTICATED NEWS 
 
 

As per code of conduct for Stock Broker in SEBI (Stock Brokers and Sub-brokers) 
Regulations, 1992 and SEBI circular Cir/ISD/1/2011 dated March 23, 2011, all SEBI registered 
market intermediaries are required to have proper internal code of conduct to govern the 
conduct of its Employees. In view of same, Jet Age Securities Pvt. Ltd. Implements code of 
conduct for communicating through various modes of communication. Employees/temporary 
staff/voluntary workers are prohibited from: 
 

1. Circulation of unauthenticated news related to various scrips in blogs/chat forums/e-
mail etc.  

2. Encouraging or circulating rumors or unverified information obtained from client, 
industry, any trade or any other sources without verification. 

3. Forwarding any market related news received either in their official mail/personal 
mail/blog or in any other manner except after the same has been seen and approved 
by the Compliance Officer. 

 If an employee fails to do so, he/she shall be deemed to have violated the various provisions 
contained in SEBI Act/Rules/Regulations etc. and shall be liable for actions. 

Access to Blogs/Chat forums/Messenger sites etc. has been restricted by Jet Age Securities 
Pvt. Ltd. and access is not allowed. 

7.  POLICY FOR CLIENT CODE MODIFICATION 
(Applicable for all exchange/segment) 
 
On Line Modification: 
• Genuine punching errors in client codes while placing orders shall be allowed to be 

modified. 

• Client code modification facilities shall be disabled from all the dealer terminals. 

• Client code modification shall be carried out only from the admin terminals located at  H.O. 
surveillance desk by Mr. Sunil Kr. Dalmia and/or Mr. Sanjay Bindal heading the 
Institutional trading desk at Mumbai office under the intimation to any of the directors. 

• While carrying out code modification, genuineness of the punching errors shall be verified 
against corroborative  circumstantial evidences like similarities of codes, trades in 
immediately preceding codes,  square off trades without holdings or position or any such 
other evidences shall have to be taken into account. 

• Complete records of daily online trade modifications shall be maintained in soft form. 

Off Line back office modification: 
• Genuine punching errors in client code, if detected after the end of post closing sessions 

may be allowed to be modified subject to the verification of genuineness as narrated 
above. 
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• For F&O segment, as far as possible, the errors would be rectified by reversal trade in next 
trading session and the rate differences shall be set off by passing a JV entry in the 
ledgers of affected clients. In case the client do not agrees to keep such wrong trade 
record in his account, such trades may be rectified by moving both legs of the trades to the 
account of actual client instead of settling it though JV entry. 

• For Cash segment any such errors would be rectified after verifying genuineness. 

• Any such back office client code modification shall be carried out by Mr. Vineet Jain, who 
is in charges of back office processing, or person so authorized by him under permission 
from any of the director of the co. 

• A register containing required details shall be maintained for all such modifications. 
Concerned dealer/sub-broker shall enter the required details and sign in the register which 
shall be approved by counter signature of any of the directors. 

 
 

8.  POLICY FOR PENNY STOCKS 
 
“PENNY STOCK” can be referred to as stocks  
 

- which appear in the list of illiquid securities issued by the exchanges every 
month 

- trades at a relatively low price and market capitalization 
- any stock as decided under absolute discretion by Jet Age Securities as 

PENNY 
 
These stocks are generally considered to be highly speculative and high risk because 
of their lack of liquidity, large bid-ask spreads, small capitalization. JASPL at its 
discretion can accept, refuse or partially accept any buy or sell order for execution in 
respect of such scrips. JASPL may allow restrictive acceptance of orders in such 
scrips and may demand appropriate declarations and additional margins before 
accepting orders for such stocks. JASPL may cancel orders in such scrips before 
execution/partial execution or place any other kind of restrictions depending on the 
market conditions and RMS policy of the company, without assigning any reasons 
thereof to the client. 
 
JASPL shall not be responsible for any consequential opportunity loss or financial loss 
that a client may incur from delay or non execution of orders in penny stocks. 
 
9.  SETTING UP CLIENT EXPOSURE LIMITS   
 
JASPL may from time to time impose and vary limits on the orders that the client can 
place through the brokers trading system (including exposure limits, turnover limits, 
limits as to the number, value and/or kind of securities in respect of which orders can 
be placed etc..) The client is aware and agrees that JASPL may need to vary or 
reduce the limits or impose new limits urgently on the basis of risk perception and 
other factors considered relevant including but not limited to limits on account of 
exchange / SEBI directions/limits (such as broker level/market level limit in security 
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specific/volume specific exposures etc.) and JASPL may/ may not be able to inform 
the client of such variation, reduction or imposition in advance. 
 
JASPL may at any time, at its sole discretion and without prior notice, prohibit or 
restrict the clients’ ability to place orders/trade in securities through JASPL. It may 
refuse to execute/allow execution of orders due to but not limited to the reason of lack 
of margin/securities or the order being outside the limits set by 
JASPL/Exchanges/SEBI and any other reasons which JASPL may deem appropriate 
in the circumstances. 
 
JASPL may set different exposure limits varying for different clients depending on the 
credit worthiness, integrity and past conduct of the client. 
 
The client agrees that JASPL shall not be responsible for any variation, reduction or 
imposition or the clients inability to route orders through JASPL’s trading system and 
that all opportunity or financial losses, if any on account of such refusal or delay 
caused by such review, shall be borne exclusively by the client alone. 
 
10.  APPLICABLE BROKERAGE RATE  
 
Brokerage will be charged within the limits prescribed by SEBI/Exchanges. 
The brokerage slab of the client shall be reviewed at intervals after assessment of the 
amount and quality of volume generated by the client. 
 
11. IMPOSITION OF PENALTY / DELAY PAYMENT CHARGES 
 
Clients will be liable to pay late pay-in/delay payment charges not exceeding 2% per 
month for not making payment of their pay-in obligations on time as per the exchange 
requirements or net ledger debit balance as applicable. The client agrees that JASPL 
may impose fines/penalties for any orders/trades/deals/actions of the client which are 
contrary to this agreement/rules/regulations/bye laws of the exchanges or any other 
law for the time being in force, at such rates and in such form as it may deem fit. 
Further where JASPL has to pay any fine or bear any punishment/action from any 
authority in connection with/ as a consequence of/ in relation to any 
orders/trades/deals/actions of the client, the same shall be borne by the client. 
 
12. RIGHT TO SELL SECURITIES OR CLOSE POSITIONS 
 
JASPL shall be entitled to liquidate clients’ securities both unpaid securities as well as 
collaterals deposited towards margins or to close out clients’ open position, without 
giving notice to the client for non-payment of margins or other amounts including the 
pay-in obligation, outstanding debts etc., and adjust the proceeds of such 
liquidation/close out, if any, against the clients liabilities and obligations. Any and all 
such losses and financial charges on account of such liquidations/ closing out shall be 
charges to and borne by the client. 
In case the payments of margin/security is made by the client through any bank 
instrument, JASPL shall have the absolute discretion to give the benefit/credit for the 
same only on the realization of clear proceeds into JASPL’s bank account. Where the 
margin/security is made available by way of securities or any other property, JASPL is 
empowered to decline ite acceptance as margin/security and/or accept it at such 
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reduced value as JASPL deems fit by applying haircuts or by valuing it by marking it to 
market or by any other method as JASPL may deem fit in its absolute discretion. 
JASPL has the right but not the obligation, to cancel all pending orders and to 
sell/close/liquidate all open positions/securities/shares at the pre defined square-off 
time or when M-T-M percentage reaches or crosses stipulated margin percentage. In 
the event of such square-off, the client agrees to bear all the losses based on actual 
executed prices, the client shall also be solely liable for all and any penalties levied by 
the exchanges.  
The above action is at the sole discretion of JASPL and may vary from client to client. 
It shall not be under any obligations to undertake the exercise compulsorily. JASPL 
shall therefore not be under any obligation to compensate or provide reasons of any 
omissions or delay on its part to sell clients securities or close the open positions of 
the client. 
 
13. POLICY ON INTERNAL SHORTAGES 
 
Policy for settling shortage in obligation arising out of internal netting of tardse is as 
under: 
The securities delivered short are purchased from the market on T+3 day and the 
purchase consideration (including all statutory taxes and levies) along with a penal;ty 
is debited to the short delivering seller client. In case the shares are not available for 
purchase for any reason then the shortage will be closed out as per prevailing rules of 
the respective exchanges. Currently, the penalty levied amounts to 0.40% on 
purchase consideration and BSE @ 1% on purchase consideration. 
 
 
14. INACTIVE CLIENTS ACCOUNTS/CODES 
 
Client accounts will be considered inactive if the client does not trade for a period of 6 
(six) months. Calculation will be done at the beginning of every month and a written 
request has to be made by the client for reactivation of their account. 
 
 
Conditions under which a client may not be allowed to take further position or 
the broker may close the existing position of the client 
 
Ø Client unable to meet his pay-in obligations as per exchange requirements 

irrespective of the value of collaterals available. 
Ø Long pending debit balance in the clients account 
Ø Dishonour of cheque 
Ø Client dealing in “illiquid” stock as declared by JASPL 
Ø Transactions which may appear to be suspicious in nature 
Ø Where based on the happening of any event, JASPL has a risk perception that 

further trading in the contracts/securities may not be in the interest of the clients 
and/or the markets. 
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15. TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF ACCOUNTS 
 
 JASPL may carry out periodic review of the client accounts and may suspend the 
accounts from trading (ie., prohibiting any market transactions, only allowing clients 
shares/ledger balance settlement to take place) under the following circumstances: 
Ø Where the client is inactive for the last six months. 
Ø Where the client has not cleared his dues after repeated reminders 
Ø Where physical statements, contract notes etc., are returned undelivered and 

the client is not responding to update his correct communication address. 
Ø Where the client is reported or known to have expired. 
Ø Where the client lodges a complaint either directly with JASPL or through he 

exchange relating to alleged unauthorized trades being executed in his 
account. 

Ø Where the account is under investigation by any regulatory body/authority. 
Ø As per direction of the exchanges, SEBI or any other regulatory body/authority. 
Ø On the written request received from the client. 

On the request of the client in writing, the client account can be closed provided the 
client account is settled. If the client wants to reopen or reactivate his account in that 
case the client has to  complete all KYC requirements. 
 
 
16. DE-REGISTERING A CLIENT 
 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary stated in the agreement, JASPL shall be 
entitled to terminate the agreement with immediate effect in any of the following 
circumstances: 
Ø If the actions of the client are prima facie illegal/improper or such as to 

manipulate the price of any securities or disturb the normal/proper functioning 
of securities or disturb the normal/proper functioning of the market, either alone 
or in conjunction with others. 

Ø If there is any commencement of a legal process against the client under any 
law in force. 

Ø On the death/lunacy or other disability of the client. 
Ø If the client being a partnership firm, has any steps being taken by the client 

and/or its partners for dissolution of the partnership. 
Ø If the client suffers ant adverse material change in his/her/its financial position 

or defaults in any other agreement with JASPL. 
Ø If there is reasonable apprehension that the client is unable to pay its debts or 

the client has admitted his/her/its inability to pay debts, as they become 
payable. 

Ø If the client is in breach of any term, condition or covenant of this agreement. 
Ø If the client has made any material misrepresentation of facts, including (without 

limitation) in relation to  the security. 
Ø If a receiver, administrator or liquidator has been appointed or allowed to be 

appointed of all or any part of the undertaking of the client. 
 
Ø If the client have taken or suffered to be taken any action for its reorganization, 

liquidation or dissolution. 
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Ø If the client has voluntarily or compulsorily become the subject of proceedings 
under any bankruptcy or insolvency law or being a company, goes into 
liquidation or has a receiver appointed in respect of its assets or refers itself to 
the Board for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction (BIFR) or under any other 
law providing protection as a relief undertaking. 

Ø If any covenant or warranty of the client is incorrect or untrue in any material 
respect. 

Ø If the client forms a part of the list of debarred entities published by SEBI and/or 
any action is taken by SEBI/NSE/BSE on the client. 

 
 
17.  LOSS OF CONNECTIVITY 
 
Trading at the exchange platform is in electronic mode based on VSAT, Leased lines, 
ISDN, Modem and VPN with a complex combination of technologies and computer 
systems to place and route orders. I/We understand that there exists a possibility of 
communication failure or systems problems or slow or delayed response from systems 
or trading halt or any break down in our back office/front end system, or any such 
other problems/glitches whereby not being able to establish access to the trading 
system/network, which may be beyond control and may result in delay in processing 
or not processing buy or sell orders either in part or in full. I/We shall be fully 
responsible and liable for any such problem/fault. 
 


